The distribution of coupons offering customers the orange juice market in recent years, which is a reduction in the regular purchase price has bespawned in part by the effect of freezing weather come an important element of the marketing on supplies, foreign competition from Brazil, and strategy for many consumer package goods and a turbulent money market, which directly affects services. The distribution of manufacturers' orange juice storage costs. The retail price of frocents-off coupons has increased from an estizen concentrated orange juice has increased from mated 35.7 billion coupons in 1975, to 90.6 billion less than 20 cents per six ounces in 1973, to more coupons in 1980, representing an increase of than 39 cents in 1980 (Marketing Research Cormore than 150 percent. In addition, there has poration of America). The performance of been an upward trend in percent of households cents-off coupons in a market where retail price using coupons, from 65 percent in 1975, to 76 has almost doubled in less than eight years is of percent in 1980. More than 95 percent of the concern to the Florida orange juice industry. coupon users bought food items with them in This paper presents a case study of Florida's 1980 (A. C. Nielsen Company) .
orange juice coupon programs with special emAccording to a Nielsen Company survey, 67 phasis on the impact of price on coupon redemppercent of coupon users indicate that the face tion. The results and methods should have implivalue of a coupon influences their decisions cation for other food items. about whether or not to use the coupon (p. 14). The threshold value that determines whether or not a consumer uses a coupon may depend on the AN ECONOMETRIC MODEL relative weight of the face value of a coupon as compared to the retail price of the product, i.e.,
In previous studies, coupon redemption has the ratio of the face value of a coupon to retail been identified to be influenced by (Bowman; price. For instance, a one-dollar coupon toward Ward and Davis, 1978a) : (1) face value or savings the purchase of a ten-thousand-dollar automobile versus retail price; (2) media used for distribuwould probably never be redeemed, but a 25-cent tion; (3) the size of coupon drop or effort;l (4) coupon for the purchase of a one-dollar product amount and timing of other advertising; (5) crewould be expected to have a high redemption ative factor, i.e., prominence of coupon; (6) retail rate.
distribution of the commodity of interest and its Ward and Davis (1978b, p. 398) found that substitutes; (7) current competitive activity; (8) coupons have a declining marginal rate of return demographic and geographic differences in conwithin the price range used in their study. Telser sumers; (9) product consumption cycle; and (10) points out that advertising programs, such as seasonal sales differences. those with coupons, draw consumers to the point Several of these factors are controllable, and of purchase, yet if the retail price is extremely adjustments can be made in advance (such as high, the marginal response to a level of advertisfactors 1 through 5). Many factors are only paring effort may be less than with a lower price, tially controllable or not at all controllable (facsince for the same amount of product purchased tors 6 through 10), but they nevertheless should the consumer's expenditure would be greater for be used as guidelines when estimating the relathe higher price (p. 90). The implication of tionship between coupon redemption and Telser's argument is that, for a given number of changes in consumption. For a given product, coupons distributed, one would expect a higher factors 6 through 8 tend to remain constant and redemption rate when the price is low and a are not considered causal factors of variation in lower rate when the price is extremely high.
coupon redemption for the product. There has been increased price uncertainty in Based on the foregoing factors, Ward and 
CRit = C~' exp (f 0 +l 1 Tit 1 ), Tijt = the age of program i using medium j at A' /3FV+ where A' =f2FVi + fla. time t, and a's and /3's are parameters to be estimated.
DATA SOURCES AND RESULTS
In their study, Ward and Davis (1978a) assumed that the level of redemption should inFlorida Department of Citrus (FDOC) coupon crease with increased volume. Yet the rate of program data were obtained from the FDOC's increase in redemption may decline as total effort accounting department. The time period studied is increased. A declining rate of redemption deis from April, 1973 , through January, 1981 . The picts the frequently observed phenomenon of most recent coupon program included in this diminishing returns to advertising and/or promostudy originated in October, 1977 . There are at tion efforts. It may further suggest that larger least three years of data available on each coucoupon distributions reach marginal consumers pon program. All coupon programs were classiand, hence, it is more difficult to achieve a refled into four major categories according to the demption response among that group of consumdistribution media used, i.e., magazine, newsers. In addition, for a sufficiently long time span paper, direct mail, and in-pack or on-pack. In the redemption level will approach some upper general, FDOC's coupons do not have an expiralimits, i.e., redemption of a particular coupon tion date, thus redemption may continue indefiprogram will not continue indefinitely.
nitely. Retail orange juice price data were obThe model developed by Ward and Davis tained from Marketing Research Corporation of (1978a) did not allow for the impact of the face America and NPD Research, Inc., for periods value of the coupon, size of distribution, and age from April, 1973 , through November, 1977 , and of the program on coupon redemption to vary for December, 1977 , through January, 1981 , respecdifferent types of coupon programs. 2 Their tively. The prices used in the study were the model allowed only for shifts in the intercept of weighted average retail prices of frozen concenequation (1). In addition, Telser's hypothesis trated orange juice and chilled orange juice excould not be tested with equation (1). pressed in cents per 24 ounces of single strength In order to estimate the impact of price on the equivalent (SSE) orange juice. Prices ranged level of coupon redemption, and relax the confrom 22 cents to 43 cents during the sample straints on the impact of the face value of the period. coupon, 3 size of distribution, and age of the proThe empirical estimates for equations (2) and gram on coupon redemption, equation (1) The correlations between T-' and other independent variables are smaller than the orles presented above.
to effort, value, price and time parameters, exOne of the major differences between this cept for in/on pack coupons which estimates a study and the Ward and Davis (1978a) study is negative sign for 32 (Table 1 ) and the sign for the that the revised model allows the impacts of the estimate of /2 in equation (3) for magazine couface value of the coupon, size of distribution, and pons. The estimated standard error for 82 is also age of the program on coupon redemption to vary large relative to the estimate of /2 for direct mail for different types of coupon programs. In other coupons. Other statistics also are included in words, the hypothesis is that the four separate Table 1 , where, specifically, the R 2 s show that regression equations for the four media do not more than 80 percent of the variation in redemphave the same structure, i.e., the same parameter tion is explained by the equations, except for estimates as Ward and Davis have hypothesized. in/on pack coupons, equation (2).
Since these four regression equations are identiThe negative sign of parameter P2 in equation cally specified, Chow's F-ratio is used to test the (3) for magazine coupons indicates that 15-cent equality among the coefficients for these four coupons had lower redemption than 10-cent coutypes of coupons and the results are presented in pons. There were 26 magazine programs. Of Table 2 The results of equations (2) and (3) coupons included in this study, six possible pairs (2) equation (2) are presented in 
Couponing Effort
Redemption models estimated in Table 1 imestimates from equation (3) indicate that the elasplicitly assume that the redemption response or ticities are greater than 2.0. The estimates obelasticity of coupon redemption is conditional on tained using equation (3) appear to be far too the media, coupon value, and juice price. For large, therefore only equation (2) for in/on pack given media, coupon value, and juice price, the coupons will be used in the following discussion. redemption elasticity (iu) is fixed, i.e., a 1-per-
The point in time when the maximum redempcent change in couponing effort will lead to a tion rate occurs can be estimated by setting the fixed percentage change in redemption where: second derivatives of equation (2) with respect to variable T equal to zero and solving for T, i.e., (4) / = /2 * FV/P + /3 for equation (2), and (5) / = /2 * FV + /3 for equation (3),
where "*" indicates multiplication.
Estimated elasticities of coupon redemption by which results in method of distribution are given in Table 3 .
(7) T = -P/2 These estimates are higher, and the rankings are different from those estimated by Ward and Using these results and the estimates in Table 1 , Davis.
one finds that the maximum redemption rate ocThe results in Table 3 show that the estimated curs during the third month for magazine and dielasticities from both equations (2) and (3) for rect mail coupons, during the fourth month for magazine and direct mail coupons are statistinewspaper coupons, and during the fifth month cally less than 1.0, which suggests that any infor in/on pack coupons. crease in couponing effort using magazines or direct mail would result in reduced rates of redePrice Effect 6 mption. 5 The estimated elasticity from both equations an ther major difference between this study for 10-cent newspaper coupons are not statistiefect n n rede tin an e stud is t te pice cally different from 1.0, which indicates that efft on ce redemption can be studied with doubling 10-cent newspaper couponing effort e revised model specification presented in would also double the level of redemption, i.e., equation (2). The empirical results in Tale 1 the rate of redemption remains constant. For showed the significance of price on the level of 15-cent newspaper coupons, the estimated elasredemption for magazine, newspaper, and direct ticities are statistically greater than 1.0, which mail coupons. Using equation (2), the changes in implies that any increase in couponing effort the level of redemption resultingfromuice prce would increase the rate of redemption.
changes can be estimated as The results from equations (2) and (3) for in/on CR pack coupons are not consistent. The estimates (8) = -PCR*n CFV/P2 from equation (2) show that the elasticities are not statistically different from 1.0, while those where all variables are as previously defined. Figure 1 illustrates the marginal rate of rei.e., (1) at lower price levels, newspaper coupons demption (equation (8)) assuming a distribution require less time to have 400,000 coupons reof 14.8 million 12-cent 7 coupons and with redeemed than magazine coupons, however, at demption levels computed at price levels and at higher prices, magazine coupons require less the end of the fourth year (T=48).
time to reach 2 percent redemption (400,000 As shown in Figure 1 , price has the most sigcoupons) than newspaper coupons; (2) 10-cent nificant effect on the redemption of newspaper coupons were redeemed at a slower pace than coupons. For example, a one-cent increase in 15-cent coupons, and this difference is especially juice price from 33 cents per 24 ounces of orange evident for newspaper coupons; and (3) juice juice to 34 cents would reduce newspaper couprice has little effect on the redemption speed of pon redemption by 28,325 coupons (based on a direct mail coupons. results are similar to those shown in Figure 2, 7 The overall average face value of FDOC coupons. 8 Because of the high redemption rate of direct mail coupons and the low redemption used in this example, the price effect is not evident for direct mail coupons. 9 Because of the high redemption rate of direct mail coupons and the low redemption level used in this example, the time or age effect is not evident for direct mail coupons.
ent for different types of coupons, and that there least important in magazine coupon redemption. is a decreasing rate of coupon redemption as
The study failed to establish a relationship beorange juice price increases. The analysis shows tween orange juice price and in-pack or on-pack that the redemption level varies with coupon efcoupon redemption. The benefits and costs of fort, face value of coupon, age of program, and coupon promotional programs to Florida's orange juice price.
orange juice industry and the advertising effects Orange juice price plays an important role in of couponing programs on the consumption of coupon redemption, and the price effect is most orange juice will be explored as evaluation of significant in newspaper coupon redemption and FDOC advertising programs continues.
